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Congratulations
Class of 2019!
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8th Grade NDV MUSICAL

School News
Letter from the Principal
Dear Alumni, Families and Friends of NDV,
I hope that your summer is off to a wonderful start!
This has been a fantastic year at NDV! Many of our students earned competitive academic awards
(featured on page 6). We are very proud of the strength of our academic program, students, and staff!
This year, 29 students graduated from NDV in the class of 2019 and will matriculate to 11 different
high schools. 100% of our graduates earned acceptance into the high school of their choice and earned
over 100 acceptances total - we could not be happier for them! They worked incredibly hard and will
be attending: Archbishop Riordan, Convent of the Sacred Heart, Immaculate Conception Academy,
Lick-Wilmerding, Mercy High School San Francisco, Okinawa Christian School International,
Ruth Asawa School of the Arts (SOTA), Sacred Heart Cathedral Preparatory, Saint Ignatius College
Preparatory, Saint Joseph Notre Dame High School, and Stuart Hall High School. They have received
a solid foundation here at NDV and will thrive in high school, college, and beyond!
Thank you to all of you who have written cards and sent donations to support the resurfacing of our school yard which is critical to
the integrity of the building and to our school community. I know that many of you have fond memories of playing, celebrating, and
gathering on the yard.
I hope that each of you has a relaxing, prayerful, and joy-filled summer.
God Bless,
Sarah

Gymnase Dimitrios Tsokas
On May 29, 2019 a large gathering of NDV students,
parents, faculty and alumni met in the Church Hall for
a surprise event to honor NDV's beloved PE teacher,
Coach Dimitrios Tsokas. The crowd paraded through the
schoolyard to the main doors of the auditorium with flags,
banners and balloons chanting, "TSOKAS!"

A ceremony followed with heartfelt speeches
and a presentation of gifts to Coach Tsokas
which included equipment for the gymnasium,
a Proclamation from the City of San Francisco
announcing May 29th as, "Mr. Dimitrios Tsokas
Day", and a formal dedication to name the NDV
gymnasium, "Gymnase Dimitrios Tsokas", in
recognition of his years of love and service to NDV.
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Alumni News
Alumni Donors:
Clara Mossi Morrissey ’49 GS, ’53 HS
in memory of Ercelia Mossi (mother)

George K. Hill ’50 GS in memory of
Bernie (Bernard) Simpson ’50 GS

Owen Raven ’58 GS in memory of Alan
Raven

Kristine Guevara Griffin ’66 HS
in memory of Daclene Rose Piazza
(Guevara) ’62 HS

Linda Delagnes ’61 GS in memory of
Sheila O’Connor St. Sure ’57 GS

Maureen King Johnson ’47 GS, ’51
HS in memory of Paul Domergue ’47
GS, Albert Garrigues ’47 GS, William
Newsom ’47 GS, Louise Gerber
Pugh ’47 GS, ’51 HS, Lola Leofareti
Maskarich ’51 HS and Mary Conroy
Bingham ’49 HS

Judy Lord Kleinman ’60 GS, ’64 HS in
memory of Yvon Soares ’64 HS

Constance Majoy Woodward ’61 GS
Kevin J. McCarthy ’65 GS

Carol DeVincenzi Davis ’50 GS, ’54
HS in memory of Marguerite Delagnes
Cole ’50 GS, ’54 HS

Nancy Keebler ’64 GS, ’68 HS in
memory of Helene Castagne Keebler

Mary Lou Dear ’57 HS

Carol DeVincenzi Davis ’50 GS, ’54
HS in memory of Marguerite Delagnes
Cole ’50 GS, ’54 HS

Marilyn Moore Dineen ’51 GS in
memory of Connie O’Connor
Philip Arnautou ’48 GS
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65
HS in memory of Antoinette Papapietro,
grandmother of Juli Papapietro
McFarland ’93 GS , Simone Papapietro
’96 GS

Mary Lou Dear ’57 HS

H. M. Lahaderne ’36 GS, ’40 HS, in
memory of Martha Snyder Pierce ’40 HS
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Kenneth Nocentini
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Jacqueline Allen Armas

Marlynn Lancelotti ’58 GS, ’62 HS in
honor of Liliana Inglin, and Julia, Jane
and Henry Pellegrini

Robert Barrett ’51 GS

Reunion donation from the ’64 GS and
’50 HS Holiday luncheon: Barbara
Wiggin, Claire Calvo, Marie Therese
Denning, Dot Hoelter, Marion Williams,
Pat Whelan, Pat Hallett, Carmen DeLeno,
Ethel Wallace, Ann McCabe

Jacques Oyharcabal ’79 GS

Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Doris Joko (mother-in-law
of NDV alum, Nicole Yee Joko ’88 GS)

Lois Markovich ’61 GS, ’65 HS

Valerie C. Meehan ’38 GS, ’42 HS in
honor of Chris Meehan on the occasion
of his wedding on 11/30/18 to Sarah Bein
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Theresa Palazzo Melillo
Valerie Meehan ’38 GS, ’42 HS in
memory of Lucrezia Zamlich Prentice
’38 GS, ’42 HS
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Eugene Charles Payne III
Jacklyn Cahill ’53 GS in memory of
Dianne Cahill Feist ’56 HS
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Gael Beresford Raven

Ann Ackerson ’58 GS

Marlynn Lancelotti ’58 GS, ’62 HS in
memory of Gael Ann Beresford

Betty Martin ’46 GS, ’50 HS

Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Richard Campisi

Peter Hogan ’60 GS
Paul Zgraggen ’46 GS

Janet Lancelotti Pellegrini ’62 GS, ’66
HS in memory of Gael Beresford Raven
Denise Repetto Branch ’61 GS, ’65 HS
in memory of Philip M. Brady

Owen Raven ’58 GS

Remember in your prayers
Helene Castagne Keebler, mother of Nancy
Keebler ’64 GS, ’68 HS
Marilyn Hart ‘48 HS
Honoruth Corbett ’51 GS
Honorable Bill Newsom ’47 GS
Lucrezia Zamlich Prentice ’38 GS, ’42 HS
Marguerite Adrienne (Delagnes) Cole ’50
GS, ’54 HS
Sister Anne Therese Allen, CSJ

Juliette Puts, mother of alumni Suzanne
Elicetche (Puts) ’65 GS, ’69 HS and Robert
Puts ’67 GS
Barbara Jean Higgins ’67 HS
Daclene Rosa Piazza (Guevara) ’62 HS
Jeannette Cornu (Duport) ’65 GS, ’69 HS
Claire Casabonne (Fondacabe) ’35 GS, ’39 HS
Denise Noelie (Bes) Carrade ’45 HS
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Alumni News
Matt Bergland ’09 GS visits his former teacher, Mrs. Albertson,
at NDV in December. Matt is working at Squadz, a recreational
sports technology startup.
NDV Christmas Tree at SF Davies Symphony Hall
beautifully decorated with French-themed ornaments
by NDV students and a Fleurs-de-lis skirt made
by NDV alumna, Marlynn Lancelotti ’59 GS, ’62 HS
William Ellison Grayson, Esq. ’72 GS
and Marie Hurabiell ’84 GS were just named the new
Board Chair and Vice Chair respectively of the
Presidio Trust Board of Directors.

Reunions

HS Class of '68

Saturday, October 13, 2018 at Wayfare Tavern in SF.

GS Class of '58
Saturday, November 3, 2018 at the Presidio Golf and Concordia Club.
A donation of $1,200.00 was presented to the NDV Principal, Mrs.
Sarah Currier for the NDV Economic Diversity Program.

GS Class of '46 and HS '46

Saturday, December 3, 2018 at Palomino Restaurant.
A donation of $110 was presented to NDV for the Library.

GS Class of '64
Saturday, January 26, 2019.

GS Class of '15
Monday, May 27, 2019 at Crissy Field
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Alumni News
Spotlight:
Clare McCarthy, Class of 2012
After graduating NDV, Clare attended Lowell High School in San
Francisco and rowed for Pacific Rowing Club. She is currently
a 2nd Class Midshipman (Junior) at the United States Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, where she is pursuing a major
in Cyber Operations, and a minor in Chinese. A member of the
Navy Women’s Crew, Clare’s varsity boat gave her team their best
showing ever at last year’s NCAA championship. Upon graduation
in May 2020, she will commission as a US Naval officer. Clare
has an older sister and younger brother who both also attended
NDV (classes of 2011 and 2015) and Lowell High School.
How did your time at NDV inform the person you are today?
Beyond offering an excellent undergraduate academic experience,
the Naval Academy is an institution that emphasizes values
that align directly with the daily ethic fostered at NDV. Values
such as good citizenship, lifelong learning, critical thinking,
accountability, service and stewardship, self-discipline, hard work
and strength in community. These guideposts have remained with
me through high school, in my search for the ideal college, and
even now in decisions I make every day at the Academy. Plus, the
sailor uniforms sure seem to have been good foreshadowing for
my current wardrobe!
Are there aspects of your NDV education that you use in
particular?
More than any curriculum or homework exercise, NDV provided
me with the opportunity to dip my toe into a broad range of
activities. I was able to hold positions in Student Government,
participate on the Academic Decathlon and Robotics teams,
compete on CYO sports teams, and play a part (no matter how
small!) in the school musical. Developing interests and baseline
skills in all these areas has served me well, both through high
school and especially now. As a Midshipman, I am expected to
excel in academics, athletics, and leadership. But as someone
working towards a technical major at a military academy, I
appreciate that NDV played a part in developing my equally
strong passion for civics and the arts. I never miss an opportunity
to attend lectures by visiting dignitaries or take advantage of
the Baltimore Symphony’s amazing student discounts. I love to
visit museums in Washington or attend Kennedy Center cultural
events. And I’m always excited to wrangle a ticket to see a new
show on Broadway whenever I’m on liberty in New York. My
love of all these things correlates directly with growing up in San
Francisco and my formative years at NDV.

Did the time you spent studying French language and culture
have a lasting effect on you?
I am profoundly grateful that I was exposed so consistently—and
from such a young age—to a different culture. Studying French
gave me an analytical lens through which to look at the United
States and our culture, as well as a less myopic world view (shout
out to Mrs. Shilstone for that spelling word!). As a Naval Officer,
the ability to see beyond the specific perspective of the United
States will be incredibly helpful. It has already helped when I’ve
needed to order dinner or ask for directions in France!
Any last thoughts?
I’m really grateful for the exposure NDV gave me to so many
things. I had the chance to pursue everything and anything. No
one limited or discouraged my interests or developing personality.
Not only did NDV foster experimentation with extracurricular
activities, students were also given the support and freedom
to explore faith, intellectual life and friendships. As students
we were given the room, and the tools, to delve into whatever
interested or felt important to us at a time of life when the world
was just beginning to open up and capture our imaginations. I
see the benefit of this variety every day. Even among my siblings
and myself. We’ve all felt free to pursue our authentic selves: me
in the military, my sister Kate in the entertainment industry, and
my brother JJ -- who is now a senior at Lowell -- as he prepares
to launch in his own direction. I have no doubt that where I have
ended up was strongly influenced by my time at NDV. And I can’t
wait to see where my early background – cultivated in no small
part by amazing, dedicated NDV teachers -- carries me next!

Early on teachers at NDV tried to teach us fundamental skills;
skills like self-discipline, time management, compassion and
commitment. My early foundation at home and at NDV also
gave me an ethical and moral framework that I rely upon and
appreciate daily. All of it has served me well as a Division I
athlete, student and, most importantly, a friend.
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School News
Notre Dame de Paris

Art Fair

By, Alexander Hunter Salentine 1st
On the morning of April 15, 2019,
the first day of Holy Week, we were
shaken by the news that Notre
Dame Cathedral in Paris was on
fire and at risk of being completely
destroyed. Alexander Salentine, a
fifth grader, was inspired to write
a tribute to Notre Dame de Paris
Cathedral which he delivered to the
student body on April 17th during
morning prayers.
As we know the great Catholic monument Notre Dame de
Paris has burned. As Catholics we mourn this tragedy together.
Luckily most of the artworks and great Catholic monuments
are safe. The great Crown of Thorns is safe from destruction.
Notre Dame is a great landmark attracting 30,000 visitors
daily. But also it is a great Catholic monument, a symbol of
Catholicism worldwide. A symbol of our faith.
I have been lucky enough to visit this monument. I cannot
describe its beauty and elegance in a beautiful afternoon
day. Such a beautiful mass that I attended at Notre Dame.
When the Notre Dame was burning, the citizens of Paris were
singing “Ave Maria”, singing to Mary to stop the fires. Their
spirit was a symbol of strength and hope. Also, during the
fires the gold cross on the altar was untouched and shining in
the afternoon light and seemed to be protected by God. This
shows that God is with us in this tragedy.

Congratulations Kindergarten!
- Class of 2027!

The fires were a result of renovations and the cause of the
fires will be forgiven. We are strong and we will rebuild Notre
Dame fellow students and staff. “We will rebuild Notre Dame”
says President Macron. We will build on this tragedy and will
be stronger than ever. Sadly, the spire and the upstairs floor
were lost in the fire. I know that you might be upset or sad,
and maybe thinking it can’t be rebuilt the way it was. But it
was built to worship God, it will be a Cathedral. But Jesus
would want us to rejoice for his Resurrection on Sunday.
This Holy Week we should pray for the Reconstruction of
Notre Dame and the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. Special
thanks to the Paris Fire Department and acting so swiftly to
save the Catholic monuments and putting out the fires. We
will continue our Catholic crusade this Holy Week. Also, we
will crusade to rebuild Notre Dame.

NDV will launch Transitional Kindergarten (TK)
a 2-yr Kindergarten program in the Fall
with a rich curriculum that includes French
and all specialist classes in Reading and Math.
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Yesterday people walked through the streets of Paris, hand in
hand and singing holy songs as a sign of worship and hope.
Now let us take a moment to reflect on what has happened
to Notre Dame de Paris. Oh God whose son will resurrect on
Sunday, help us with your Grace to resurrect your Church
and place of worship, Notre Dame de Paris. We ask these
things through our mother, Mary. Amen.
God Bless You All!
Thank You

School News
Academic
Decathlon
NDV Academic Decathalon team won third
place overall. Individual NDV students also
won 1st place for Literature and Science.
Emilie Mayer, 1st place Literature;
Franco Solorzano, 1st place Science;
Gabriella Samaha, 3rd Place Current Events;
Baxter Bourque, 3rd Place Math;
Elizabeth Boi, 3rd Place Social Studies.
Thanks to the leadership of Mrs. Shilstone
and the staff coaches:
Ms. Lake, Ms. Yates, Mrs. Albertson,
Mr. Nava, Ms. Scofield, Mrs. Hupf

Spelling
Bee

Science Fair

Lani O'Shaughnessy,
1st Place
and Mr. Charles,
her coach.

The Quiz Bowl

NDV Science Fair Winners:
Antonia Miller, Jilliyn Acosta, Leah Williams,
Jaden O'Neill, Griffin Legg, Luke Gutierrez.

Victor Stefanoski, Overall 2nd Place winner;
Franco Solorzano, Baxter Bourque, Victor Stefanoski, Emilie Mayer.

Mercy Burlingame HS Women in Science Fair Honorable Mentions:
Brooke Hiller, Mila Kane, Ella Schmidtlin, Isabella Kelly,
Ella Kaminski, Siena Pachla, Caroline St. James
and coached by Ms. Yates.
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Les Amis 2018-2019
Campaign Update
Thank you for your support of NDV!
We are at 22% of our goal of $125,000 to repair the
schoolyard for the kids. If it is easier for you to donate
on line, please visit ndvsf.org.

PAID

Address Service Requested

Le Rêv
69th Annual
Bal de Paris

Celebrating the top 3 classes with the most class
participation-

– Grammar School classes of:
1961, 1958, 1946

-- High School classes of:
1950, 1965, 1966

There’s still time to donate,
the Les Amis de NDV campaign officially ends August 31, 2019.

Come One, Come All,
One Night Only
- the most spectacular show
on Earth, Cirque Magnifique!!
Mark your calendars for
Saturday, November 9, 2019
at the Ritz Carlton San Francisco
for an evening of vintage Parisian
glamour under the Big Top.

Alumni: Please let us know if you would prefer to receive the Salut! via email
(send an email to Alumni@ndvsf.org). Merci!

